WTA Consulting's Primavera P6 Integration Practice offers a systematic approach to integrating existing applications and project management processes.

Primavera P6 Integration services are essential to achieving an integrated electronic business environment across the extended enterprise.

Primavera P6 Integration enables communication between all involved groups, allowing intimate, yet controlled, interaction with the enterprise's core project management information.

The entire enterprise systems landscape must look and act as one integrated and unified environment to customers, suppliers, and employees.

Primavera P6 allows our business autonomy to run the way they see fit, but also provides a coordinating function. We are no longer working in silos. Instead, we are setting priorities and really working on things that will bring the entire organization forward."

- The Principal Financial Group

WTA Consulting can integrate Primavera P6 with your other business systems to meet the high level of functionality demanded by all your users.

- Connect project management processes and disparate systems into a single, powerful business application
- Automate data extraction, transformation, and movement into or out of Primavera P6, enabling more accurate decision making
- Minimize risk of introducing new technologies and defining roadmaps for future integration to business applications
- Convert and load project data into Primavera P6 to begin taking advantage of advanced project scheduling functionality
- Consolidate data from multiple sources, including ERP, Financial, Work Order & Asset Management, H/R & Time Keeping, Engineering, Document Control, and other systems
### Primavera P6 Services & Integration

#### Services & Engagements
- Business Process Design
- Architecture Design
- Application Integration
- Integration APIs / Web Services
- Data Conversion / Migration
- Custom Development
- Web Application Design
- Installations & Upgrades
- Implementation Planning
- Database Administration
- Training & Rollout
- Production Support

#### Industries Served
- Energy/Utility
- Petroleum
- Construction

#### Applications Supported
- Energy/Utility
- Manufacturing
- Financial
- Engineering
- Maximo
- Oracle
- PeopleSoft
- JD Edwards
- Asset Suite
- Primavera
- Oracle
- PeopleSoft
- JD Edwards

#### Recent Successes
Designed, developed, and implemented Oracle Primavera P6 integrations used by multiple US nuclear power stations for integrating work management, financial management, scheduling, and project management systems.

Created Web-based Schedule Reporting and Key Performance Indicators (KPI) Applications to provide reports and customizable search capabilities for accessing schedule information for plant-wide audiences, including an easy-to-use interface and detail drill down capability.

Migrated project and schedule data to Oracle Primavera P6 for several US nuclear power stations, which included loading and assessing data quality from 9 Project View application databases, for 6 nuclear sites, across 3 business units, plus 1 Load Spring database repatriation, into a single master P6 nuclear database.

Architected and constructed a common reusable integration framework for connecting Maximo and Asset Suite applications to Primavera P6, which is used by several large energy generation and distribution organizations throughout the US for outage maintenance and daily operations.

#### Clients
- DTE Energy
- Constellation Energy
- Sauder Woodworking
- Cleveland Clinic Health System
- American Electric Power
- Ameren/Callaway Nuclear
- Ford Motor Company
- BP America
- First Energy
- Duke Energy
- Trustmark National Bank
- Greater Cincinnati Water Works

“I want you to know how please I am with this work. I know that the quality will surpass my expectations. Thank you for coming through for us.”

- Bill Bevard, Outage Supervisor, Ameren/Callaway Plant